
Congratulations and welcome to the exciting world of hot tubbing. Along with the delivery of your Arctic Spa you 
have received this Chlorine Starter Kit. This kit contains products you will need to help maintain your water 

balance. Based on your source water quality chemicals not included in this kit may be required.C
H It is important to note that the below recommendations are strictly a guideline. Individual maintenance will vary 

based on factors such as water source, usage, body composition, bather load etc.

L
Starter Kit Contents Its Job Cap Quantity Recommended Levels

Chlorine Tabs Sanitizer Chlorine 3-5 ppm

Boost Increase Chlorine 1 cap = 25 grams pH 7.2-7.6

O
Shock/Oxidizer* Shock 1 cap = 25 grams Alkalinity 80-120 ppm

Adjust Down Lowers pH 1 cap = 30 grams Calcium 125-200 ppm

Adjust Up Raises pH 1 cap = 30 grams

R
Perfect Balance Raises Alkalinity 1 cap = 25 grams

Ultra Spa Conditioner 1 cap = 30 grams

Best Defence Protects Equipment see bottle

I
Aquacheck Yellow Test Strips Measures Chlorine

Zorbie Removes oils

Floating Dispenser Holds pucks

N Start-up

E
Once the spa has been filled with water, powered up and filtration set, place the insulated cover on the spa. After 

the tub has reached 85⁰F or higher, you can begin adding the chemicals listed below.  While waiting to heat up refer 
to your owners manual (pg 136) on how to set up home connect and your myarcticspa.com account if you have not 

done so already.

1.) Add the initial dose of ULTRA SPA (200 gm/1000L).    Turn pump(s) on wait 1 hour

2.) Add the initial dose of BEST DEFENCE (2 oz/1000L).    Turn pump(s) on wait 1 hour

3.) Test Alkalinity, adjust if needed to maintain 80-120 ppm

4.) Test pH, adjust if needed to maintain level between 7.2-7.6  (If high add ADJUST DOWN, if low add ADJUST UP)

5.) With pump(s) operating add 20g/1000L of BOOST to bather free water

Test water for chlorine level and repeat dosage until 3-5ppm is reached.

6.) Fill floating dispenser with CHLORINE TABS and set to desired level

Daily or after each use

1.) Test and balance the water accordingly (testing before use is recommended)

2.) Add 25g/1500L of SHOCK/OXIDIZER. Wait 1 Hour before entering the spa

Weekly

1.) Add 60g/1000L of ULTRA SPA. Wait 1 hour. 

2.) Test and balance water accordingly.

3.) Add 1oz/1000L of BEST DEFENCE. 

4.) Add CHLORINE TABLETS to the floating dispenser and adjust setting if necessary.

5.) Add 100g/1500L of SHOCK/OXIDIZER or if chlorine levels are low add 30g/1000L of BOOST**

**If using BOOST do not enter spa until chlorine levels return to below 5ppm

* PLEASE NOTE - Due to current supply isssues the item referred to as shock/oxidizer may vary in both name and 
functionality. Please contact your sales representative should you need clarification or further instruction.


